Section I – MAJOR CLARIFICATION – NEOPLASMS TO BE REPORTED TO FCDS
- Section I – Carcinoid Tumor of Appendix with a Diagnosis Date 1/1/2015 and Forward – Reportable
- Section I – Pancreatic Neoplasms – Table Inserted to Clarify Reportability, Histology Code, Behavior

Section I – MINOR CLARIFICATION – Comparison of Reportable Cancers: FCDS, CoC, and NPCR
- Table A: NAACCR Layout Version 16: Comparison of Reportable Cancers: FCDS, CoC, and NPCR
- ICD-9-CM Casefinding List (short) – Coding Reference for Annual AHCA Casefinding and Follow-Back Audit
- ICD-10-CM Casefinding List (short) – See Appendix O for a Detailed Code List [ICD-10-CM Casefinding (long)]
- REMINDER: 100% Pathology Casefinding is an ANNUAL REQUIREMENT for every facility reporting to FCDS
- Case Abstracting Requirements – Timeliness – expanded and clarified
- Annual Reporting Deadline – expanded and clarified
- Case Abstracting Requirements – Historical Cases Optional Minimal Data Set – expanded and clarified
- Data Transmission – Quarterly Reporting – expanded and clarified

Section II – NEW and CHANGED DATA ITEM(s)
- NEW Data Item – Tumor Size Summary (NAACCR Item #756) – Required for ALL Cases Diagnosed 1/1/2016>
- CHANGE Data Item – Clinical TNM Staged By & Pathologic TNM Staged By – 2-character Field & New Codes
- CHANGE Code Description for Existing Data Item – Sex (NAACCR Item #220) – Code 3 Description Updated
- TUMOR INFORMATION Section – SEER Site-Specific Coding Modules – Link to SEER Appendix C Updated
- CANCER STAGING INFORMATION AND REQUIREMENTS – Major Section Update
  - SEER Summary Stage 2000 (directly-coded) – Required for ALL Cases Diagnosed 1/1/2015 forward
  - AJCC TNM Cancer Staging – Required for All Cases Diagnosed 1/1/2016 forward
    - NEW AJCC T, N, M Category Codes for 2016 – Description, Basic Instructions, Link to Curriculum
    - NEW AJCC T, N, M Category Codes for 2016 – NEW Allowable Codes and Code Descriptions
  - Collaborative Stage Site-Specific Factors – Required for ALL Cases/All Years
    - Exception: Minimal Historical Cases entered in the Historical Case Grid – NED with New Cancer
  - Collaborative Stage Data Collection – Required for ALL Cases Diagnosed before 1/1/2016
    - Exception: Minimal Historical Cases entered in the Historical Case Grid – NED with New Cancer
- TREATMENT INFORMATION Section – SEER Site-Specific Coding Modules – Link to SEER Appendix C Updated
- TEXT REQUIRED Section – Clarifications on Text Required for Non-Analytic Cases with Evidence of Cancer
- TEXT REQUIRED Section – Reference to the New 2016 NAACCR Standard Abbreviations List (Appendix C)
- TEXT REQUIRED Section – Use of Non-Standard Abbreviations
  - Non-Standard Abbreviations may have multiple interpretations and should not be used.
  - Do not customize abbreviations or overuse abbreviations to the point where the information has no meaning or context.

APPENDICES
- Appendix A – Updated Facility Listings
- Appendix B – Updated ISO Country Codes (Tables Available in Code Order and Country Order)
- Appendix C – ER/PR/HER2 – Updated Section with 2014 ASCO and CAP Guidelines
- Appendix C – SEER Site Specific Coding Modules – Updated Reference and Links to SEER Appendix C
- Appendix C – NEW 2016 NAACCR Recommended Standard Abbreviations List(s)
- Appendix G – FCDSv16 Record Layout (Core Required Data Items)
- Appendix O – DETAILED ICD-10-CM CODE LIST FOR CASEFINDING REPORTABLE TUMORS
- Appendix P – 2016 Resources for Registrars – Updated for 2016 Resources
- Appendix Q – Florida Department of Health Letter Regarding Social Security Number (SSN) Requirement